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Although friction stir welding (FSW) was patented in 1991, process development has been based upon 
trial and error and the literature still exhibits little understanding of the mechanisms determining weld 
structure and properties.  New concepts emerging from a better understanding of these mechanisms 
enhance the ability of FSW engineers to think about the FSW process in new ways and must 
inevitably lead to advances in the technology.

A kinematic approach in which the FSW flow process is decomposed into several simple flow 
components, a translation, a rotation of a plug of metal adjacent to the tool, and a ring vortex flow 
component surrounding the tool, has been found to explain the basic structural features of FSW welds 
and to relate them to tool geometry and welding parameters.
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Recently this kinematic concept has been applied to the "self reacting" (SR)-FSW process (See Figs. 1 
and 2), in which the weld metal is grasped between shoulders attached to and rotating with the weld 
tool and does not require a heavy supporting anvil to balance a plunge load applied from one side only 
as in the "conventional" (C)-FSW process.

Figure 1. Tool geometry for a SR FSW tool.   
Figure 2. Basic material flow model.

A correlation between the lateral bulging of the nugget, the grain-refined region in the weld center, 
and the strength of the weld was found in a set of empirical SR-FSW data.  Nugget material is 
generated by the very high shear deformation rate imposed on the weld metal as it is engulfed by and 
abandoned by the rotating plug of metal adjacent to the tool.  The central bulge is a distortion of the 
nugget caused by the ring vortex flow component (See Fig. 2).  A very rough estimate of the extent of 
bulge can be computed in terms of weld parameters and certain geometric features of the SR-FSW 
tool.

Because of the correlation of bulge with strength, the bulge computation relates weld parameters and 
tool geometry to weld strength.  This correlation presents a way to select parameters and geometry so 
as to optimize weld strength.  It also provides clues that may ultimately explain why the weld strength 
varies within the sample population.
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SYNOPSIS

Although friction stir welding (FSW) was patented in 1991 [1], process development has
been based upon trial and error and the literature still exhibits little understanding of the
mechanisms determining weld structure and properties. New concepts emerging from a
better understanding of these mechanisms enhance the ability of FSW engineers to think
about the FSW process in new ways, inevitably leading to advances in the technology.

A kinematic approach in which the FSW flow process is decomposed into several simple
flow components has been found to explain the basic structural features of FSW welds and
to relate them to tool geometry and process parameters [2, 3]. Using this modelling
approach, this study reports on a correlation between the features of the weld nugget,
process parameters, weld tool geometry, and weld strength. This correlation presents a way
to select process parameters for a given tool geometry so as to optimize weld strength. It
also provides clues that may ultimately explain why the weld strength varies within the
sample population.

INTRODUCTION

Development of friction stir welding parameters has relied on a “trial and error” approach
toward establishing process parameters and weld tool design. Process parameter ranges
are typically established by FSWing over a range of RPM and travel speeds in fixed
displacement control mode, allowing the load to vary as needed. Most reported studies do
not consider or provide sufficient details of the weld tool for assessing possible relationships
between the process parameters and the tool geometry. Tensile tests and microstructures
are analyzed to distinguish “good” from “bad” welds. The basis for determining “bad” welds
is either low tensile property data or structural defects. Several studies have been published
which attempt to relate process parameters, typically through torque [4], or energy [5-7]
applied to the weld, with “good welds”.

Defects generally comprise internal voids, joint line remnants, and root flaws. Generic
process maps have been developed which suggest that not all weld defects result from a
single source outside of a “good parameter” envelope [8. 9]. Trends have been reported in
the literature in which defects are reduced with increasing travel speed for a given tool
design [10, 11]. Although opposite trends between welding speed and defect formation
have been reported to occur among different aluminium alloys [11].



The weld temperature has been reported to be chiefly dependent on the tool rotation speed
[12]. At higher tool rotations, more material is reported to be involved in the nugget
formation which is attributed to hotter temperatures promoting a wider area of plasticized
material flow [13]. A pseudo heat index (PHI) has been proposed to quantify the heat input
level required to eliminate defects [14, 15]. However, other studies have reported holding
this index constant does not produce welds of similar quality [16].

Attempts to relate tool geometry to weld quality have focused on smooth, threaded, or
tapered pin tool surfaces, with or without flats [17-28]. No consistency has been reported in
the literature regarding trends in the formation of defects associated with tool geometry other
than that use of threads on the pin tool appear to mitigate the formation of defects [17, 23,
27]. Most of these studies have used a threaded pin with a smooth shoulder [17-28].
Threads on the pin tool have also been credited with promoting a vortex motion which
stabilizes the rotational zone which reduces voids or lack of fusion [17, 23, 27]. Coarser
pitch pins are reported to promote a larger working volume or volume of material influenced
by the action of the pin tool [24].

Several researchers have distinguished between shoulder-flow- induced and pin-flow -
induced flow defects [29-33]. If the defect occurs on the advancing side (AS), it is reported
to be related to insufficient shoulder flow to fill a cavity left in the wake of the weld [29, 30].
The shoulders in these studies are assumed to be smooth due to the reported use of a lead
angle on the tool. Several studies which use scrolled shoulders note similar defects
although they attribute the defect to inadequate plunge load [33].

BODY OF PAPER
Process Modeling

A kinematic model [2] will prove useful in interpreting the experimental data obtained in this
study. This approach conceives of a rotating plug of metal attached to the weld tool and
translated along the weld seam with the tool. The rotating plug of metal is bounded by the
tool surface and a shearing surface, observed to be very thin, separating the rotating plug
from the fixed body of weld metal outside the plug. Figure 1 illustrates the metal flow
crossing this boundary which is exposed to a very high shear strain rate (y) given in
equation 1 that is dependent on the pin radius (R), tool rotation (w) and shear zone thickness
(S). Typical strain rates predicted in the range of 10 3 to 105 s-1 approach those of ballistic
conditions in which like grain refinement has been reported [34, 35]. . As the rotating plug
moves along the weld seam, it entrains elements of metal, rotates them, and abandons them
in the wake of the weld tool.
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Figure 1. Metal entering severe shear zone surrounding tool.



The increment of shear strain (y) the metal experiences as it enters the severe shear zone
can be approximated using equation 2 where V is the tool travel velocity. At the reported
temperatures range of 0.8-0.9 times the solidus melting temperature (Tmp) of the alloy, the
flow stress of the metal is almost uniform in the close vicinity of the tool and shear surface
[36]. Because the metal flow stress depends mostly on temperature, only minor variations in
the flow stress are also expected close to the tool.

The weld tool typically has a threaded pin which creates a ring vortex velocity field with
pronounced axial as well as radial flow velocity. This axial field component is responsible for
retaining metal within the rotating plug during multiple revolutions as reported in other
studies where markers have traced out metal paths rotating multiple times around the weld
tool [37]. The ring vortex flow field adds perturbations of its own to the weld macrostructure.
The kinematic model relates weld parameters and tool geometry to weld structure and offers
ways to control weld structure to eliminate defects.

This kinematic concept has been applied to the both the conventional (C)-FSW and self
reacting (SR)-FSW process as illustrated in Figure 2. The C-FSWing process reacts the
forces generated by the tool against a backing anvil whereas the SR-FSW process grasps
the metal between shoulders attached to and rotating with the weld tool to eliminate the
need for the supporting anvil. The SR-FSW process is modeled as two mirrored, back-to-
back C-FSW processes.

(a)
	

(b)

Figure 2. Comparison of conventional (C)-FSW process (a) versus the self-reacting (SR)-
FSW process (b). Note the absence of the backing anvil in the SR-FSW process.

Experimental Procedure

The SR-FSWed butt welds in this study were made in 0.357” thick panels of 24” long
AA2195-T87 panels. Table I summarizes the range of process parameters evaluated at
constant pinch force. A single scrolled shoulder was used on the root and crown sides with
a 1.2” in diameter and an inward inverse thread pitch of 0.12”. A left hand (LH)/right hand
(RH) threaded tool pin was used with a 0.5” in diameter and inverse thread pitch of 0.07”.
The LH/RH configuration served to push material toward the center of the workpiece plate
thickness.



Table I. Summary of SR-FSWing process parameters.

Specimen
ID

Process
pitch (rev/in)

A1 9.1
A1 13.6
A3 18.2
E1 22.7
E2 27.3
E3 31.8
131 7.1
B2 10.7
G1 12.5
B3 14.3
G2 16.1

Representative transverse cross sections were prepared from each weld panel using
standard metal lographical processing. A Keller’s etch was used to reveal the
macrostructure.

Standard 1” wide tensile bars were prepared and tested in room temperature, uni-axial tests
conducted perpendicular to the welding direction. The tensile tests were run in accordance
with ASTM standard E8 [38].

Results and Discussion

Figure 3 shows three representative transverse sections from the SR-FSW specimens in this
study with pronouncedly different nugget shapes. The profile of the weld nugget in Figure 3a
shows an hour-glass shape with a width that extends from roughly the pin diameter at the
mid-plate to almost the shoulder width (more accurately the width of attachment of the weld
metal to the shoulder) at the root and crown surfaces. In Figure 3b the nugget edges
“flatten” along the pin center as the heat affected zone (HAZ) moves radially out away from
the nugget. In Figure 3c a radial bulge emerges in the previously flattened nugget edge at
the pin center.

Although the nugget geometry displays a similar profile on the AS advancing side (AS) and
retreating side (RS), this study focuses on the changes to the AS profile since the sharp
demarcation between the nugget and the TMAZ makes it easier to resolve.

(a) 131	 (b) G1	 (c) G2

Figure 3. A variation in SR-FSW nugget as the tool rotation is increased. A pronounced
change can be observed in the TMAZ/nugget boundary on the AS with the emergence of a
nugget bulge in (c).

Overlay traces of the AS profile are summarized in Figure 4 for transverse sections of a
series of SR-FSWs made with increasing tool rotation speed at constant travel and pinch



force. In Figure 4 the same kind of profile development is shown with increasing tool rotation
speed as was observed in Figure 3. The initial hour-glass parabola flattens around the pin
center prior to the emergence of a nugget bulge. Visual inspection of the nugget bulges
often reveal the presence of voids, which are correlated with low tensile strength.
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Figure 4. Variation in AS profile at 11 ipm (a) and 14 ipm (b) as a function of increasing tool
rotation. As the tool rotation increases so does the extent of the central nugget bulge.

To correlate weld strength with the changes to the nugget profile, tensile tests were
conducted using 3 samples per weld panel. The ultimate tensile strength (UTS) is averaged
and plotted in Figure 5 versus tool rotation speed for each of the two travel speeds
investigated. Commensurate with the change in AS profile is a corresponding drop off in
UTS values.
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Figure 5. As the nugget bulge develops, a corresponding drop off in UTS (ksi) is observed
at the travel speeds investigated: (a) 11 ipm, and (b) 14 ipm.



The velocity field components of the kinematic model of metal flow in the vicinity of the FSW
tool explain the observed changes in nugget geometry with changes in spindle speed and
weld speed. The velocity field components (with respect to the tool) include a transverse
velocity field equal and opposite to the tool travel velocity, a rotation inside the shear surface
equal to the tool rotation, and a ring vortex field with both axial and radial velocity
components surrounding the tool. The ring vortex field is driven by both the pin threads and
the scroll on the shoulder. A scrolled shoulder pushes the weld metal radially toward the tool
center-line, and the pin threads force weld metal axially down the pin away the shoulder
toward the weld metal central plane as illustrated in Figure 6. At the central plane the
opposing axial flows from the two shoulders meet and force a radial outflow of metal at the
central plane. Refined nugget metal is carried along by this radial flow during the time
interval when the ring vortex flow is still active after the nugget metal exits from the rotating
plug to form a nugget bulge at the central plane of the weld metal. The resulting increase in
the nugget width is in agreement with observations of other researchers of an increase in
nugget region attributed to the hotter welds resulting from the spindle speeds [13]. This is
not just an increase of the amount of plasticized material involved in the FSW process, but
an indication of a radial flow increment induced by tool threads or shoulder scrolls. Other
researchers also report void formation in the region where ring vortex velocity fields interact
[29, 30, 33].

In order to connect nugget bulge to weld parameters, the driving mechanism for the ring
vortex circulation must be considered. It is assumed that the peripheral velocity of the ring
vortex field is imposed by either the radial velocity of metal imposed by the shoulder scroll or
the axial velocity imposed by the pin threads or by their joint action. For present purposes
the coarser pitch, pin thread or shoulder scroll will be assumed dominant. Given a ring
vortex circulation rate, the bulge increment depends upon how long the circulation is active
for a given weld cross section. Supposing that the circulation is active for a given and
roughly constant distance behind the tool, the time this distance is covered is inversely
proportional to the tool’s travel velocity along the weld. On this basis an approximate
relation between nugget bulge and tool geometry and process parameters can be
constructed. This relation is presented in equation 3, where 0 is the nugget bulge, R is the
tool pin radius, (o is the tool rotation, P is the inverse pitch of the coarser thread, and V is the
travel velocity along the weld seam. Precise computations are not to be expected from the
relation, but, given the correctness of the assumptions, it should yield trends.

Figure 6. Basic material flow model in SR-FSW.
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Figure 7 shows the macrostructure of a weld exhibiting reduced strength. The hour-glass
nugget shape described in Figure 3 has transformed to a simple cylinder with a mid-plane
bulge in Figure 7a if a very thin layer of nugget material following the shoulder contact area
is ignored. Outside the nugget the coarse pancake-like parent metal grains (shaped by the
rolling process that formed the plate) appear to be displaced upward and outward near the



bulge and upward, then downward near the shoulder in the vortex circulation described
above with the kinematic flow model of the FSW process. Within the bulge region
(Figure 7b), banding can be observed, typical of nugget material observed in conventional
FSWs.

The edge of the nugget region traces out the residue of the shear surface as distorted by
subsequent vortex flow. A span of nugget material between shoulder surface and shear
surface implies that the weld metal is sticking to the shoulder and shearing beyond it within
the weld metal. The minimal thickness observed in Figure 7a for the span of nugget material
between shoulder surface and shear surface could be a result of slippage at the shoulder
surface with a layer of disturbed metal masquerading as a thin span of nugget material. It
could also be a result of the sweeping away of the thicker parts of a nugget material span by
the ring vortex circulation. A little hump of apparent nugget material rising from the shoulder
surface at the bottom left of Figure 7a and an arguable, barely perceptible hump descending
from the upper shoulder surface favor the “sweeping away” concept with the implication of
sticking at the shoulder surface.

Within the nugget material adjacent to the bulge region are areas containing multiple voids
as shown in Figure 7c. The details of the mechanism by which these voids form is under
study, but is not yet understood. It is known that material on the weld metal surface can be
ingested deep into the weld; voids might be entrained into the weld by the ring vortex
circulation. It is known that velocity gradients can produce tensile stresses which, for
example, can produce central bursts in extrusions; voids might be produced by velocity
gradients in the metal flow field near the nugget.

(c)
Figure 7. Image of E2 (a) showing close-up of nugget bulge (b) and associated voids in
adjacent region (c).

Figure 5 shows a slight increase in UTS with increased spindle speed prior to a precipitous
drop. Nugget bulges measured from macrographs of weld structure were correlated with the
weld parameters of Figure 5. A nugget bulge (S) in the range of 0.005” to 0.010” correlates
with a robust range of processing parameters yielding good strengths and avoiding the
precipitous drop in strength.

According to the hypothetical relation between tool design, weld parameters, and nugget
bulge in Equation 3 for the same tool geometry nugget bulge is a function of the process



pitch. Equation 3 was used to generate the process parameter range summarized in
Figure 8 for the SR-FSWs in this study compared to the effects of using a smaller pin
diameter. Currently this relationship doesn’t consider the affect of different alloys. It would
be expected that lower conductivity alloys would be welded within a different region of the
parameter range given in Figure 8 for the same tool geometry.

Figure 8. Processing parameter window for constant pitch shoulder and varying pin
diameters.

Summary

A correlation between the lateral bulging of the nugget, the grain-refined region in the weld
center and the strength of the weld was found in a set of empirical SR-FSW data. Nugget
material is generated by the very high shear deformation rate imposed on the weld metal as
it is engulfed by and abandoned by the rotating plug of metal adjacent to the tool. The
transverse bulge can be explained by a distortion of the nugget caused by the ring vortex
flow component. This is in agreement with other observations in which higher RPM resulted
in increased nugget area [13]. An approximately for the extent of nugget bulge can be
computed in terms of weld parameters and geometric features of the SR-FSW tool.

Because of the correlation of bulge with tensile strength, the bulge computation relates weld
parameters and tool geometry to weld strength. This correlation presents a way to select
parameters and geometry so as to optimize weld strength. A nominal amount of nugget
bulge correlates with a robust operating processing parameter map. As observed, the
tensile strength maximizes at the outer edge of this processing map. Thus process
parameter selection on the basis of weld strength may not be robust resulting in
unacceptable data scatter.
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